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This document walks through the results of measuring XBRL-based public company financial reports
submitted to the SEC through a process outlined in the document Understanding Minimum Processing
Steps for Effective Use of SEC XBRL Financial Filing Information1. The process measures the basic
usability by machine-based processes of information within XBRL-based financial reports submitted to
the SEC by public companies.
The following table is a summary of the results of this testing for the current year of 2014 with
comparison information provided for 2013 and 2012.
Minimum Processing Steps Measure
Financial reports analyzed (10-Ks for the fiscal year)
Number of “All Stars” (reports consistent with rules)
Percent of “All Stars” (percent of total which are consistent)

20142
6,751
3,365
50%

20133
6,674
1,281
19%

20124
7,160
915
13%

The following chart shows the change in the number of “All Stars” (XBRL-based public company financial
reports consistent with all of the minimum criteria consistency tests):

1

Minimum processing steps, http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/UnderstandingMinimumProcessSteps-201402-14.pdf
2
Set is made up of 10-K submissions to the SEC between April 1, 2014 and March 31, 2015.
3
See results of 2013 testing,
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/AnalysisSummary_ArrivingAtDigitalFinancialReportingAllStars.pdf
4
See results of 2012 testing, http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/13/set-of-915-digital-financialreporting-all-stars.html
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There were two significant differences between testing of 2014 10-K submissions and testing of the
prior year 2013 10-K submissions which are worth noting. The first difference is that commercially
available software was used for testing of the current 2014 10-K submissions. In the prior year, what
can best be described as a mixture of commercial software and working prototype software was used
for testing. The second difference was the introduction of report frames for evaluating fundamental
accounting concept relations consistency. Report frames or reporting pallets are explained in the
document, Summary Information about Conformance with Fundamental Accounting Concept Relations5.
The following is a summary of the 2014 results for each category of the minimum criteria with
comparable information for 2013 and 2012:
#

Goal or Desired State

Process tests

FY 2014

FY 2013

FY 2012

1

XBRL: Consistent XBRL technical syntax

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

2

EFM: Consistent with EDGAR Filer
Manual (EFM) syntax/semantics
Report Level Model Structure:
Consistent report level structure

Automated XBRL technical syntax
consistency checks
Automated EFM syntax and semantics
consistency checks
Automated report model structure
consistency checks

81.9%

97.9%

80.5%

98.2%

95.8%

97.9%

Root Entity: Detectable economic
entity or accounting entity or “entity of
focus”
Key Periods: Detectable and
unambiguous current period balance
sheet and income statement period
dates

Successful and unambiguous
identification of the “entity of focus”

99.5%

99.2%

98.8%

Successful and unambiguous
identification of the current balance sheet
date and income statement period

99.3%

98.6%

99.8%

6

FAC: Detectable and unambiguous set
of fundamental reported facts and
intact relations between those
fundamental facts which is consistent
with expectation

Automated consistency checks to be sure
fundamental accounting concepts are
distinguishable and the relations between
those fundamental concepts are
intact/sound

98.7%

97.8%

97.9%

7

PFS: Detectable basic primary financial
statements

Automated detection of balance sheet,
income statement, and cash flow
statement

88.7%

87.8%

NOT
TESTED

8

PFS Roll Ups: Detectable basic primary
financial statement roll up
computations are intact which prove
trustworthy nature of information
(actual computation not tested, only
existence of business rules)

Automated verification checks for
existence of business rules which
articulate these basic primary financial
statement relations

92.0%

90.5%

84.9%

9

Reporting Units: Detectable reporting
units of reporting entity.

Automated detection of proper reporting
units of reporting entity.

NOT
TESTED

NOT
TESTED

NOT
TESTED

3
4

5

Each category of the minimum criteria shows improvement except for consistency with EFM rules.
5

Summary Information about Conformance with Fundamental Accounting Concept Relations,
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/SummaryInformationAboutConformanceWithFundamentalAccountingConc
eptRelations.pdf
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Others are encouraged to repeat this analysis of XBRL-based public company financial reports to the SEC
in order to measure the progress toward quality of such reports. The software algorithm used to
retrieve information for this minimal set of reported facts clearly demonstrates the process of retrieving
information from such digital financial reports. While more sophisticated algorithms could have perhaps
been created, the point of the exercise is not software sophistication or creative programming; rather
the goal is determining what is necessary to have safe, reliable, predictable, automated reuse of
reported financial information by machine-based processes.

Walk Through of Process
This section provides a high-level overview of the process for reading information from an XBRL-based
digital financial report. This process helps understand why the minimum criteria are exactly that, the
minimum that is necessary to use any information from a digital financial report.
An application was created in Excel which performs all of the steps necessary to read two concepts from
each XBRL-based financial report in the set of 6,751 public company 10-K filings. You can download that
Excel application here: http://www.xbrlsite.com/2015/Library/MinimumCriteriaDemo2.zip. That Excel
application will allow anyone to understand what is necessary to extract information from XBRL-based
public company digital financial reports. The remainder of this section describes this process.
Consider a simple query of two concepts: Assets and Liabilities and Equity. In order to extract that
information from any XBRL-based financial filing using a machine-based process the following process
needs to be followed:
1. Software MUST locate each report you want to query information from.
2. The report MUST be valid XBRL technical syntax. If the technical syntax is invalid, you may or
may not get the correct results.
3. Software MUST appropriately identify the economic entity or root reporting entity in the report.
You don’t want information for one business segment, one geographic area.
4. Software MUST appropriately locate the current balance sheet date. Generally you want
information about the current balance sheet data and not the prior balance sheet.
5. Software MUST find the appropriate US GAAP concept used to express Assets which is usgaap:Assets.
6. Software MUST find appropriate US GAAP concept for Liabilities and Equity. This is a little
harder because there are multiple possible concepts: us-gaap:LiabilitiesAndStockholdersEquity
or us-gaap:LiabilitiesAndPartnersCapital.
7. Software MUST check the returned information to assure that it is consistent with what is
expected, the business domain rule that “Assets = Liabilities and Equity”. If the data returned is
not consistent with expectations, then the quality of the information can be questioned.
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8. Software MUST locate the appropriate reporting units (currency). In the case of public company
financial reports submitted to the SEC, 99% of entities report using US Dollars. However, 1% use
other currencies as the reporting units.
The process described above is the same for any concept which someone might want to extract and use
from an XBRL-based digital financial report. While the process above uses only two concepts, Assets and
Liabilities and Equity, the minimum criteria uses 51 concepts and approximately 22 different relations.
The exact concepts and relations are determined by which report frame6, or style of reporting, an entity
uses. Because public companies might use different concepts to report the same information, mappings
exist between the fundamental accounting concept one might wish to extract and the US GAAP XBRL
Taxonomy concept which might have been used to report that information. For example, consider
Liabilities and Equity which could use two concepts: us-gaap:LiabilitiesAndStockholdersEquity or usgaap:LiabilitiesAndPartnersCapital. Mapping information7 is provided for each concept within each
report frame.
Different public companies report different information, but information that is not explicitly reported
can be imputed. For example, many companies do not explicitly report Noncurrent assets; however
they do explicitly report Assets and Current assets. As such, the value of Noncurrent assets can be
imputed using the fact that Assets = Current assets + Noncurrent assets. Basically, if you have two of the
values, you can safely impute the third value.
That is an overview of the workflow/process to obtain a basic set of information from the set of XBRLbased public company financial filings. And here are the results of that query for every financial report
in the EDGAR database for every entity:

6

This is a summary of the report frames used by each of the 6,751 reporting entities in the test set,
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2015/fro/us-gaap/html/ReportFrames/ReportFrames.html
7
For mapping information used for each report frame, see http://www.xbrlsite.com/2015/fro/usgaap/html/ReportFrames/ which provides both machine-readable and human readable versions of mapping
information.
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The results above show that most of the balance sheets balance, Assets = Liabilities and Equity. Some
are inconsistent with what you would expect given the accounting equation8, Assets = Liabilities and
equity. The total inconsistency is .3% which is not too bad. However, the information needs to be 100%
consistent in order to not get humans involved to figure out exactly what is causing the inconsistencies.
And so, if an automated machine-based process cannot make its way through obtaining a set of basic
financial reporting concepts that every reporting entity must report; then the information the
automated machine-based process is using cannot be considered trustworthy. On the other hand, if all
this information can be retrieved, sorted out correctly, and expected computations are consistent with
expectation then that information can be deemed reliable.
Meaning can only be exchange between business systems to the extent that agreed upon rules exist
prior to that information exchange to be sure the technical syntax, business domain semantics, and
workflow/process rules are consistent with what is expected.
Prudence dictates that using financial information from a digital financial report not be a guessing game.
It is only through conscious effort that the specific control mechanisms can be put in place to realize this
intent.
These minimum criteria are simply the minimum hurdle that digital financial reports must satisfy for any
additional information to be usable and considered trustworthy.

8

Accounting equation, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting_equation
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Details of results from testing against minimum criteria consistency constraints
This section provides a brief summary of the details of the results for each criteria in the set of minimum
criteria and a narrative which briefly summarizes the importance of the criteria as it relates to the
fundamental use of the reported information and any other helpful information that would help the
reader understand the need for the criteria. To better understand these criteria, please refer to the
document Understanding Minimum Processing Steps for Effective Use of SEC XBRL Financial Filing
Information9.

Consistent XBRL technical syntax10:

The first aspect of making use of an XBRL-based public company financial report submitted to the SEC is
that the technical syntax format of the information must be fundamentally and reliably readable by a
machine such as a computer. This test shows that 99.99% of all XBRL-based public company financial
reports submitted to the SEC during the test period are consistent with the expected technical syntax.
This is consistent with what is expected.

Consistent EDGAR Filer Manual (EFM) syntax/semantics11:

While not every SEC EFM rule is critical to the fundamental use of reported information, some EFM rules
are essential. What is interesting is that compliance with EFM rules is the lowest of all categories of
9

Understanding the Minimum Processing Steps,
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/UnderstandingMinimumProcessSteps-2014-02-14.pdf
10
See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/17/xbrl-technical-syntax-update-insights-obtained.html
11
See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/18/automated-sec-edgar-filer-manual-efm-update-insightsobtaine.html
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rules. Why would EFM rules be the lowest of all criteria? Public companies submitting their XBRL-based
financial reports to the SEC have those reports pass through SEC verification of these rules. Why would
this not be 100% for all accepted XBRL-based financial report submissions?
The reason for this is twofold. First, the SEC has not completely implemented all of the automatable
tests that exist in the EFM. The information provided to evaluate consistency with EFM rules is provided
by XBRL Cloud. XBRL Cloud and the SEC differ in what they have implemented. This is not to say that
the SEC or XBRL Cloud is correct or incorrect. They differ.
The truth is that not all EFM rules are necessary to be able to make use of reported information. Many
EFM rules relate to the formatting of HTML. As such, consistency of XBRL-based financial filings with
EFM rules is deemphasized; rather I will focus on the specific EFM rules which are essential to using any
information.

Consistent report level model structure12:

Report level model structure is the relations between the categories of structural pieces which make up
a digital financial report: Network, Table, Axis, Member, Line Items, Concept, Abstract. Each category of
report element has relations to other report elements. The table of information above looks at issues
with these relations from the perspective of the filing having one or more of these report level model
structure inconsistencies.
The table of information below looks at these issues from the perspective of all the relations which exist.

12

See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/16/report-level-model-structure-update-insightsobtained.html
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There are two key points which this information makes. The first point is that there are two perspectives
which one can look at issues. One is from the perspective of a filing, how many inconsistencies does a
filing contain. Another is from the perspective of all possible inconsistencies which could occur. So
looking at the information above from the perspective of filings, a total of 123 filings had
inconsistencies, which represented 4.2% of all XBRL-based financial filings. Looking at this from the
perspective of total possible inconsistencies, there were a total of 650 inconsistencies in all filings, which
represented a total of .01% of total possible inconsistencies. The graphic below shows all relations
within the set of 6,751 XBRL-based digital financial reports submitted to the SEC in the set tested:

The second point is that there needs to be a fundamental agreement as to the report level relations
between the categories of report elements which make up an XBRL-based digital financial report.
This is not a significant issue because 99.99% of the relations between Tables, Axes, Members, Line
Items, Concepts, and Abstracts are consistent with expectation and therefore are not ambiguous.
However, a very small majority of relations are potentially ambiguous. None of these are really issues
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons License. Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
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with the information we are reading from XBRL-based digital financial reports with the minimum criteria
because we are not using information that would be differentiated from other information using these
sorts of report structures. All the information the minimum criteria uses is fairly easy to read from a
digital financial report. However, then more detailed information is extracted, these sorts of report
level model structure inconsistencies can cause problems.

Detectable economic entity or accounting entity or “root reporting entity” or “entity of focus”13:

A machine-based process needs to be able to identify and distinguish the root economic entity which a
financial report is about from breakdowns of that information by business segment, geographic area,
subclass of a report line item, or other such breakdown. The minimum criteria only attempt to read the
root economy entity, not any disaggregated information which may be reported. The EFM has a
mechanism for identifying the root economic entity and 99.5% of reporting entities follow that criteria
and the root economic entity is distinguishable.

Detectable and unambiguous current period balance sheet and income statement period dates14:

13

See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/18/detecting-economic-entity-or-entity-of-focus-updateinsights.html
14
See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/18/detection-of-current-balance-sheet-date-update-insightsobta.html
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Once you know that you have the appropriate root economic entity you also need to discern which
period is the correct period for the information you desire to work with. The minimum criteria only
make use of the current balance sheet information, year-to-date income statement, and year-to-date
cash flow statement information. The cash flow statement period is the same as the income statement
period. The EFM rules provide for a method to detect the current balance sheet and the year-to-date
income/cash flow statement periods. And, 99.3% of all SEC XBRL financial filings follow those rules and
information is therefore discernable.

Detectable and unambiguous primary financial statements:

While not essential for identifying and obtaining basic reported facts we seek using the minimum
criteria, it does seem reasonable that a machine-based process should be able to detect each of the
primary financial statements: balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement. And in 88.7%
of all reporting entities, this expectation is met. This test considers the fact that some entities also
report a statement of comprehensive income.

Detectable and unambiguous set of fundamental reported facts and intact relations between those
fundamental facts which prove trustworthy nature of information15:

15

See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/16/fundamental-accounting-concepts-update-insightsobtained.html
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Again, recognizing the difference between the filing perspective and the test perspective; 58% of all
filings were consistent with expected relationships between 51 fundamental accounting concepts and
22 relations between those concepts. All 51 facts where either explicitly reported or found or the facts
were easily imputed using known relations between concepts.
From the perspective of each test that checked the consistency with what would be expected, 98.7% of
all tests for these fundamental accounting concepts were consistent with what was expected.
While the aggregate information for these fundamental accounting concept relations is interesting, the
detailed information for each test is even more telling. The table below shows each of the 21 tests of
what can be considered relationships which always exist between specific fundamental accounting
concepts16. Of these relations, 14 of 21 were satisfied by over 95% of all XBRL-based public company
digital financial reports submitted to the SEC.
Every fundamental accounting concept relation tested is consistent with 90% or more of all XBRL-based
public company financial reports which have been submitted to the SEC. At a minimum, the relations
are certainly not wrong since so many public companies follow those relations. However, it is possible
that some of the relations could be valid although they are obscure. These edge cases will become
increasingly evident as the number of inconsistencies one must look through goes down.

16

For more information on the fundamental accounting concepts and relations between these concepts see
http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com/
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While it could be expedient to increase the results of the fundamental accounting concept consistency
checks by dropping the tests with passing rates below 95%, the problem with that is that if the tests
were dropped then the goal of being able to make user of the reported information would not be
achievable. This is because all of these fundamental accounting concept relations must be in tact to
assure that the information reported is trustworthy. Even one inconsistency in one relation means that
a human needs to get involved to sort out what is going on.
Also, while it is perhaps possible to create more sophisticated software algorithms for reading the
reported financial information and sorting that information out correctly so that information can be
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safely, reliably, and predictably; I would argue that it is counterproductive to do so. First, as 88.7% of all
XBRL-based public company financial reports to the SEC are consistent with expected results, arguably
getting to the bottom of the specific reasons why a minority of reports is not consistent with these
expectations would seem prudent. Further, the fewer guessing games involved with reading this
fundamental and foundational information, the safer, more reliable, and more predictable using all the
information within an XBRL-based digital financial report would be.
As such, it is inappropriate to drop any portion of this framework for making use of reported digital
financial information.

Detectable basic primary financial statement roll up computations are intact which prove trustworthy
nature of information17:

From the perspective of the filings, 92.0% of all XBRL-based public company financial reports submitted
to the SEC in this set provide business rules which document the roll ups of information on the primary
financial statements. A filer must provide all four of these roll ups to satisfy this result. So, for example,
if a filer provides three of the four, they fail be consistent with this criteria. And most filers do satisfy
this minimum criteria which is part of EFM rules.
If one were to look at this on a per roll up basis, then 89.0% of all filers provide the required roll up rules
which specify how their balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement foots. While this
criteria is not technically necessary to make use of the basic information; to make use of the primary
17

See http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/3/18/primary-financial-statement-roll-up-computation-updateinsig.html
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financial statement information having the comfort of knowing that these basic roll ups do in fact roll up
correctly is certainly very good information.

Summary Minimum Criteria Results by Generator: (software vendor or filing agent)
The following table shows the filing count of the set of 6,751 XBRL-based financial filings broken out by
generator of the report (software or filing agent), the filings with no inconsistencies (i.e. the number of
all stars), the sum of inconsistencies, average inconsistency per filing and percent of filings without
inconsistency (number of All-Stars divided by total filings):

The primary purpose behind breaking this information out by generator is to determine if there are any
software vendors or filing agents which stand out or which have systems which will always pass 100% of
these automatable consistency tests.
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Any software vendor or filing agent could create a complete set of automatable tests which can be used
to verify the consistency of an XBRL-based public company financial report with these minimum criteria.
This would make sure that 100% of that generators filings passed all of these consistency checks.
Don’t like my criteria? Not a problem, specify some other criteria and meet 100% of those; and of
course the information needs to be safely, reliably, and predictably usable.

Summary of Each Minimum Criteria Test and Results by Generator:
The following table shows a summary of total issues broken out by criteria (in the columns) and by
generator (in the rows). On the right you can see the “Total Issues”. The average number of issues per
filing is 1.0. A number below 1.0 is better than average, a number higher than that is below average.

The bottom of the above table shows the change between 2013 and 2014 minimum criterial testing
results. Over all, the total number of issues has decreased by 11,611 issues. Every criterion has shown a
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons License. Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
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decrease except for two. Balance sheet and income statement date consistency increased by 67
because in the prior year only the balance sheet date consistency was checked, in the current year both
balance sheet and income statement date consistency was checked. The total of 117 can be broken
down to 47 balance sheet date inconsistencies and 70 income statement date inconsistencies. The prior
year showed 50 balance sheet date inconsistencies, so that specific inconsistency decreased by 3 filings.
Detection of the primary financial statements decreased by 133 because the prior year process had a
manual component to it, in 2004 the process is 100% automated.
Below is a distribution of fundamental accounting concept issues by generator in the rows, by test in the
columns. Total fundamental accounting issues18, total number of filings per generator, and the average
number of issues per filing are shown on the far right.

On average XBRL-based public company financial filing to the SEC contained .7 fundamental accounting
concept inconsistencies in 2014, this is down from .8 in 2013. The total number of issues is 4,463 which
is down from 5,399 in the prior year 10-Ks for a decrease of 936. Note that there are 77 more filings in
2014 than in 2013.

18

For a description of the relation the test is evaluating see
http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com/
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Inconsistencies by Filing Histogram:
This graphic below shows the number of issues in a filing (column 1), the number of filings which have
that issue count (column 2), the cumulative number of filings (column 3), and the percent of total filings
(column 4). As shown in row 1; 3,365 filings have no issues which represents 49.84% of total filings (I
rounded the percent to 50% when I used that figure before).

What is interesting is row 2. There are 1,729 filings which have only 1 issue; and if those issues are
corrected then 75% of filings will have no issues. 98.77% of filings have 5 or fewer issues which need to
be corrected. Graphically, it looks like this:
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Conclusions reached and insights obtained
Prudence dictates that using financial information from a digital financial report not be a guessing game.
It is only through conscious effort that the specific control mechanisms can be put in place to realize this
intent, to eliminate the guessing game.
It is only through conscious collaboration, cooperation and coordination by the participants of the
financial reporting supply chain that that XBRL-based digital financial reporting will work safely, reliably,
predictably, repeatedly, effectively, and efficiently. That is the goal.
Inconsistencies with rules for creating a digital financial report exist for specific reasons and specific
things need to be done to correct the inconsistencies:




Correction of filing errors in the reports of public companies which are not consistent with the
specified rules.
Correction of rule errors in the set of tests used to verify consistency to specific rules.
Correction of US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy errors which can make it impossible for public
companies to represent their report information consistent with the rules (i.e. concepts missing
from the taxonomy).

The analysis of SEC XBRL financial filings is not intended to be a perfect scientific experiment; rather it is
a very good and high-quality practical exercise to both learn about what it takes to make use of
information provided by XBRL-based digital financial reports and to show that specific things contribute
to that successful information use.
So, while not a perfect scientific experiment or perhaps not perfect in any regard; this exercise was very
useful and yielded pragmatic insight into creating and consuming digital financial reports. This
information is useful to professional accountants wishing to position themselves well for the future of
financial reporting. It is useful to software vendors who might choose to build software to support
digital financial reporting. It is useful to regulators who might be considering implementing systems
which leverage XBRL-based reporting in support of digital financial reporting.
The following is a summary of specific conclusions I have reached and other insights I have obtained
which I believe might also be useful to others.





Inconsistencies with expected results which are indicated by the machine-readable tests are
decreasing: This is shown in the detailed results.
Currently 50% of all SEC XBRL financial filings analyzed satisfy minimum criteria and 98% are 5
or fewer inconsistencies from meeting all criteria: Each of these issues is specifically
identifiable and understandable. It is possible to determine if the filing is in error, the test is in
error, or the taxonomy is in error.
Specific reasons exist for every issue pointed out: I am not holding out my tests as being 100%
correct. I do stand by the tests and the results of those tests, such as the fundamental
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accounting concept relations, until someone proves to me that some specific error which needs
to be corrected exists in my tests. With so many SEC XBRL financial filings satisfying these seven
minimum criteria it is perhaps hard to justify those that do not. Each issue discovered within an
XBRL-based public company financial filing to the SEC can be physically observed. Observing
each of these issues relative to other digital financial reports which do satisfy and which do not
satisfy these criteria is the way to judge the cause of any inconsistency. For each issue, evidence
observed can determine if: (a) a rule is inappropriate and should be changed; (b) a change is
needed in the US GAAP XBRL taxonomy; (c) an public company needs to fix their digital financial
report.
Using XBRL-based public company financial information need not and should not be a
guessing game: The goal is safe, reliable, predictable, automated reuse of reported financial
information. Prudence dictates that using financial information from an XBRL-based public
company financial filing to the SEC should not be a guessing game.
Minimum criteria test mechanical aspects of a digital financial report and are not judgmental
or subjective in nature: While some aspects of creating a digital financial report are subjective
and therefore judgmental, the minimum criteria are mechanical19. For example, “Assets =
Liabilities and Equity” is in no way judgmental. That equation is a fundamental rule of
accounting. Further, the fact that a relation such as this is true for 99% of digital financial
reports raises questions as to the practices of the 1% which are not consistent with that rule.
This is not to say that every time a minority does something inconsistent that the minority is
wrong. It is only one clue. Observing each inconsistency and the nature of the inconsistency
and then agreeing whether the inconsistency is a filing error, taxonomy error, or testing error is
in order. These minimum criteria form somewhat of a skeleton which the more detailed areas
of a financial report build upon. Basically, in order for digital financial reporting to work
appropriately these minimum criteria cannot be judgmental or subjective in nature, they must
be mechanical.
Validation and verification of the minimum criteria are 100% automatable: The fact that one
commercial software vendor is able to detect each of the inconsistencies shown in this analysis
proves that these inconsistencies are detectible using machine-based processes. As such, other
software vendors could implement these validation/verification steps. The SEC could
implement these tests as a hurdle which filers must pass in order to submit their financial
information to the SEC. Software vendors could implement these tests to check the digital
financial reports their software generates for these errors. These minimum criteria point out the
tip of a much larger validation/verification iceberg.
Current generation of digital financial report creation software does not adequately help
professional accountants detect inconsistencies: Every digital financial report should be
consistent with these minimum criteria and it is the role of software creating this information to
manage these issues. Checking for inconsistencies does not need to be performed after a
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financial report is created, software should help accounting professionals and even guide them
in the report creation process.
Need for a framework: Most professional accountants creating digital financial reports today
and most guidance provided to assist professional accountants in this endeavor today simply
outline some set of tasks which should be performed. These professional accountants have no
idea if it is the right set of tasks or if they are the complete set of tasks. Accountants tend to
simply do some set of work, pass all required hurtles which are likewise not comprehensive, and
call everything good. The results of this analysis show that this approach will not work. The
minimum criteria articulated are a framework. That framework is basic, but it is better than any
other framework that I am aware of. The minimum criteria are not being held out as being the
comprehensive framework. However, the minimum criteria are highly likely to be a part of any
framework someone might create. The minimum criteria are required. They are necessary, but
they are not sufficient.
Need for a roadmap: Professional accountants must be able to prove that the work that they
have done was comprehensive and covered 100% of what is necessary so that they can stand by
their digital financial report as a true and fair representation of their entities financial
information. They do that today with paper-based financial reports. They need to be able to do
this for digital financial reports. The minimum criteria which I am using yields information about
only the economic entity of focus for the current balance sheet date and year-to-date income
statement period and for the primary financial statements. This is only a beachhead.
My next level of criteria: The next set of criteria which will be added to and building upon these
minimum criteria will include the following:
o Required disclosures: There are a handful of required disclosures which every reporting
entity must provide including nature of operations, basis of reporting, and significant
accounting policies. Those will be added to my criteria.
o Primary financial statement detail: Many disclosures either provide a disaggregation or
other details of information which is contained on the primary financial statement or a
roll forward of a line item between two periods. Those will be added to my criteria.
o Next layer of unchangeable relations: Other relations exist at a more detailed level of a
financial report. Some examples include Property, plant and equipment, net = Property,
plant and equipment, gross – Accumulated depreciation and amortization; Long-term
debt = Current portion of long-term debt + Noncurrent portion of long-term debt.
There are many other such relations.
Any system which desires to implement digital financial reporting can learn from public
company XBRL-based digital financial filings: There is a lot which can be learned by trying to
work with XBRL-based public company financial flings submitted to the SEC. Any system which
implements digital financial reporting using XBRL or otherwise will have issues similar to these
public company XBRL-based reports. This is not to copy, but rather to learn from the mistakes
which have been made and avoid those mistakes; while leveraging the good ideas which do
work as is desired.
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